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Abstract 
Role based trust management uses distributed role hierarchies (DRH) to provide flexible 

and scalable authorization in multi-domain environments, but DRH are inherently transitive 
and may easily lead to unexpected or even illegal authorization. In this paper, we propose 
TS-DRH, a generalized extension of DRH based on a novel trust scope model of distributed 
roles. TS-DRH introduces the notion of scoped roles with four kinds of structural trust scopes, 
and uses scoped roles to control the member scopes of senior roles and the permission scopes 
of junior roles, and thus helps to control the propagation of role memberships and 
permissions in DRH. This paper also designs rule based semantics and a compliance 
checking algorithm to compute authorization decisions for TS-DRH. 
 
1. Introduction 

Trust management (TM) is a delegation-based approach to access control in environments 
where entities in different administrative domains want to share resources [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
12]. Delegation is the key mechanism in TM systems to transfer privileges between entities. 
Early TM systems adopt capability-based delegation to enable authorization collaboration 
between entities [4, 5, 7], while role-based TM systems distinguish from them by using role 
hierarchies on distributed roles [2, 8]. 

In role-based TM systems, a distributed role is a role name combined with a definition 
entity as its administrative domain. To support delegation, role-based TM systems allow the 
privileges to be transferred between roles through a chain of distributed roles, which are 
called distributed role hierarchies (DRH) in this paper. DRH simplify the tasks of 
authorization for a large amount of users that unknown to authorizers, which are suitable for 
large scale distributed systems such as Grid and P2P system built upon Internet. 

However, DRH are inherently transitive since they are built upon the transitivity of trust 
relationship between entities, and thus may easily lead to unexpected or even illegal 
authorization. Similar to traditional role hierarchies, in DRH, the member set of a junior role 
contain the members of its senior roles, and a senior role inherits the permissions of all its 
junior roles. Such semantics of DRH are not suitable for the Internet-based applications where 
trust relationships between entities are dynamic and non-transitive. First, DRH may authorize 
unexpected users. For example, given two RT [8] credentials A.r←B.r1 and B.r1←C.r2, 
according to the semantics of RT, all members of C.r2 are members of A.r. This may not be 
expected if A does not trust C, and it is difficult for A to resolve such problem because 
usually B is not controlled by A. Second, DRH may authorize users with unexpected 
permissions. In above example, all members of C.r2 will be authorized with the permissions 
of A.r, and this may not be expected by B if A is a more private domain that delegate 
authorization tasks to B who has the responsibility to protect A. 
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The research for more reliable delegation mechanisms are widely studied in capability-

based delegation systems [1, 7, 12], such as boolean control [4, 5], delegation depth control 
[7], and comprehensive constraint model on each delegation steps [1]. However, to our 
knowledge little work has been done to control the propagation of privileges in DRH systems, 
including some influential role-based TM systems [2, 8]. 

In this paper, we propose a novel trust model for DRH which defines different trust scopes 
of distributed roles, and introduce a generalized extension of DRH to control the propagation 
of privileges in the use of DRH. Main contributions of this paper include: (1) a role-based 
structural trust scope model for DRH is proposed, which can be used to control the 
propagation of role memberships and permissions; (2) a trust scope based DRH model TS-
DRH is proposed, which introduces the notion of scoped roles and defines a credential 
framework for restricted DRH policies; (3) a rule based semantics for TS-DRH systems is 
defined and a compliance checking algorithm is designed to compute authorization decisions 
for TS-DRH. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the structural trust 
scope model by using sample role hierarchies of a virtual organization. Section 3 defines the 
formal model of TS-DRH, its semantics and the compliance checking algorithm. Section 4 
compares our work with some related works and section 5 concludes this paper. 

 
2. Trust Scopes of Distributed Roles 

In this section, we introduce two kinds of structural trust scopes of distributed roles: role 
member scopes and role permission scopes. Similar to traditional roles [10], distributed roles 
can also be viewed as two kinds of sets: sets of permissions and sets of users. 

In typical DRH systems such as RT [8], role hierarchies are described with a dominate 
relation. For example, a RT credential A.r←B.r1 means that the role B.r1 dominates the role 
A.r. The semantics of dominate relation includes two parts: (1) all permissions of A.r are also 
permissions of B.r1; and (2) all members of B.r1 are also members of A.r. Both parts of above 
semantics are transitive when there are a chain of distributed roles connected with dominate 
relation. In decentralized environment, this semantics are not appropriate for practical 
applications. Consider the resource sharing in a multi-domain environment. 

Example 1. ARG is an international Aids research group. ELab is an epidemical lab. NAI 
is a national Aids institute. ComA and ComB are two companies. ARG allows its scientists to 
run the tasks at ARG, and allows NAI professors and Aids researchers in ComA to run the 
aids tasks. ELab allows ARG scientists to run the aids tasks at ELab. ComA allows the Aids 
researchers in ComB to use the permissions of the Aids researchers in ComA. Above security 
requirements can be modeled by a DRH structure, as shown in figure 1. The policies can be 
defined by five RT credentials. 

(1)  ARG.scientist←NAI.prof 

(2)  ARG.scientist←ComA.aids-r 

(3)  ELab.aids-task←ARG.scientist 

(4)  ARG.task←ARG.scientist 

(5)  ComA.aids-r←ComB.aids-r 

These credentials define the backbone DRH structures, and can not disable the flow of 
privileges that do not expected by entities. For example, ELab may not want ComA and 
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ComB to run its Aids tasks. ARG may not want ComB to run its tasks, but allow ComA to do 
so. However, according to the DRH semantics of RT, the members of ComB.aids-r should be 
allowed to run the tasks controlled by ELab.aids-task and ARG.task. 

 

 

Figure 1. Sample DRH for a virtual organization 

DRH does not control the flow of permissions and memberships. Given the credential 
A.r←B.r1, the members of B.r1 are usually composed of the entities directly assigned with 
B.r1 by B and the entities from different domains by authorization processes with delegation. 
We consider four kinds of role members: 

1. Members directly assigned with B.r1, which is called the role scope of B.r1, and denoted 
as B.r1.sr. 

2. Members of B.r1 and its senior roles defined by domain B, which are called the 
affiliation scope of B.r1. We use B.r1.sa to denote the affiliation scope of B.r1; 

3. Members of B.r1 and its senior roles defined by B and other specified domains, which 
are called domain scopes of B.r1. We use B.r1.sds to denote a domain scope of B.r1, where ds 
is a set of domains. 

4. Members of B.r1 and all its senior roles, which is called the entire scope of B.r1, and 
denoted as B.r1.se.  

Figure 2 shows the typical member scopes of B.r1, which are orderly denoted as B.r1.sr, 
B.r1.sa, B.r1.s{D} and B.r1.se respectively. Consider example 1, to prevent the Aids researchers 
of ComB to run the tasks and allow all NAI professors to run the tasks, ARG can define its 
credentials as follows: 

(6)  ARG.scientist←ComA.aids-r.sa 

(7)  ARG.scientist←NAI.prof.se 

According to the definition of ComA.aids-r.sa, the Aids researchers of ComB can not 
obtain the membership of ARG.scientist based on above credentials while the NAI professors 
can use the role ARG.scientist. 

 

NAI.prof 

ComB.aids-r 

ComA.aids-r 

ARG.scientist 

ARG.task ELab.aids-task 
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Figure 2. Different Member Scopes in DRH 

Consider the credential A.r←B.r1, one can conclude that the members B.r1 can use all the 
permissions of A.r. The permissions of a role may be directly assigned to roles, or inherited 
by its junior roles. Similar to role member scopes, a distributed role have four kinds of role 
permission scopes: A.r.sr, A.r.sa, A.r.s{C}, A.r.se, as shown in figure 3, where A.r.sr denotes the 
permissions directly assigned to A.r; A.r.sa denotes the permissions of A.r and its junior roles 
within domain A; A.r.s{C} denotes the permissions of A.r and its junior roles defined in A and 
C; A.r.se denotes the permissions of A.r and all its junior roles. 

 

 
Figure 3. Different Permission Scopes in DRH 

Now reconsider example 1, ARG can control the flow of permissions from ELab to ComA, 
and allow the professors in NAI to run the Aids tasks in ELab: 

(8)  ARG.scientist.sa←ComA.aids-r.sa 

(9)  ARG.scientist.se←NAI.prof.se 

Given a distributed role hierarchy A.r.ts1←B.r1.ts2, the trust scopes add the following new 
semantics: the members of B.r1.ts2 are authorized with the permissions of A.r.ts1. Trust scopes 
give the senior roles and junior roles different semantics and thus support various security 
requirements. 
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3. Formal Model 

In this section, we give a formal model of a trust scope-based DRH (TS-DRH) and its 
semantics. TS-DRH uses scoped roles to control the flow of role memberships and 
permissions. TS-DRH is built upon the following sets: 

•  E, P and N are the sets of all entities, permissions and role names respectively; 

•  R ⊆ E × N is the set of all roles; 

•  DS ⊆ ℘(E) is the set of all domain scopes; 

•  TS = {sr, sa, se} ∪ DS is the set of all trust scopes; 

•  SR ⊆ R × TS is the sets of all scoped roles; 
 
Users, authorizers and domains are entities in TS-DRH. Given an entity A, a role name r 

and a role trust scope ts, we use A.r and A.r.ts to denote a role and a scoped role defined by A. 
The trust scopes sr, sa and se are use to denote the role scopes, affiliation scopes and entire 
scopes of a given role. Each domain scope is denoted with a set of domains. For example, a 
domain scope s{A., B, C}∈DS represents the scope including the domains A, B and C. Now we 
introduce the comply relation on scoped roles, which defines the relations between different 
scoped roles, and will be used to compute the authorization decisions. 

 
Definition 1. The comply relation ↪ is a one to one relation on SR. Given sr1, sr2∈SR, 

sr1↪sr2 means sr1 represents a role with more restricted trust scope than sr2, and read as sr1 
complies sr2. Given A.r∈R, ↪ has the following properties: 

•  A.r.sr↪A.r.sa↪A.r.se; 

•  A.r.s{A}↪A.r.sa and A.r.sa↪A.r.s{A}; 

•  A.r.ts↪A.r.ts↪A.r.se, ts∈TS; 

•  A.r.sds1↪A.r.sds2, where ds1⊆ds2, ds1, ds2∈DS; 
 
Affiliation scopes and entire scopes are special cases of domain scopes. For example, 

given a role A.r, A.r.s{A} is identical to A.r.sa, and all trust scopes of A.r comply the entire 
scope A.r.se. 

 
3.1 Trust Scope-based DRH Credentials 

TS-DRH uses three kinds of credentials to define authorization policies. A TS-DRH 
system also contains the set of access control queries and the authorization relation. The 
semantics of the authorization relation will be defined in section 3.2. 

Definition 2. A TS-DRH system α is a 5-tuple (PRA, URA, DRH, ACQ, ⇒), which are 
defined as follows: 

•  A.r←p∈PRA⊆R×P means A assigns p to A.r.se; 

•  A.r.ts←u∈URA⊆SR×E means A assigns A.r.sr to u and u can use the permissions in 
A.r.ts; 

•  A.r.ts1←B.r1.ts2∈DRH⊆SR×SR means all members in B.r1.ts2 are members of A.r.ts2 
and can use the permissions in A.r.ts1; 
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where ACQ is the set of all access control queries and ⇒ is an authorization relation. The 

tuple λ(x, y, p)∈ ACQ⊆E×E×P represents an access control query whether x can authorize p 
to y. Given λ(x, y, p)∈ACQ, α ⇒ λ(x, y, p) means that x can allow y to use the permission p 
in TS-DRH. 

 
3.2 Semantics 

Now we define the semantics of TS-DRH based on several sorted predicates, and the 
authorization decisions are computed by a trust scope-based compliance checking algorithm 
TSCCA, as shown in figure 4. 

Definition 3. The predicates defining the semantics of TS-DRH includes permit, pra, m, 
m-ps, m-us, ura-ps, ura-us. The basic three predicates are the following: 

•  x.pra(p, r): entity x assigns permission p to role x.r. 

•  x.ura-ps(y, r, ts): entity x assigns entity y with the permissions in x.r.ts. 

•  x.ura-us(y, r, ts): entity x assigns entity y with the membership of x.r.ts. 

where x, y are entities, p is a permission, ts is a trust scope and r is a role name. The 
intuitionistic meaning of x.permit(y, p) is that x allows y to access the resource controlled by 
p. The meanings of other predicates are defined by the compliance checking algorithm 
TSCCA. 

Definition 4. Given a set Σ of credentials, the credential base BΣ for C is a rule set that can 
be constructed by the following transformation process: 

•  Given A.r←p, then add pra(p, r) into BΣ; 

•  Given A.r.ts←u, then add A.ura-ps(u, r, ts) and A.ura-us(u, r, sr) into BΣ; 

•  Given A.r.ts1←B.r1.ts2, then add A.ura-ps(x, r, ts1)←B.ura-ps(x, r1, ts), c1 into BΣ; add 
A.ura-us(x, r, ts2)←B.ura-us(x, r1, ts), c2 into BΣ; where c1=B.r1.ts↪B.r1.s{A}, 
c2=B.r1.ts↪B.r1.s{A}. 

Given a credential base and an authorization query, TSCCA computes the authorization 
decision by proving the authorization query. If the query x.permit(y, p) is proved, then x 
should allow y to use p. TSCCA uses depth-first-search processes to construct delegation 
chains from x to y: delegation chains of permissions and delegation chains of role 
memberships. 

 

(α1) x.permit(y, p) ← x.pra(p, r), x.m(y, r, sr, sr). 

(α2) x.m(y, r, ps, us) ← x.m-ps(y, r, ps), x.m-us(y, r, us). 

(α3) x.m-ps(y, r, ps1) ← x.ura-ps(y, r, ps2), x.r.ps1↪x.r.ps2. 

(α4) x.m-us(y, r, us1) ← x.ura-us(y, r, us2), x.r.us1↪x.r.us2. 

Figure 4. Compliance Checking for TS-DRH 
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Now we explain how TSCCA constructs the delegation chains. Given four credentials: 1. 

A.r←p; 2. A.r.se←B.r1.sa; 3. B.r1.s{A}←C; 4. B.r1.sa←D, we have the credential base 
containing the following rules: 

a:  A.pra(p, r) 

b:  A.ura-ps(x, r, se)←B.ura-ps(x, r1, ps), B.r1.ps↪B.r1.s{A} 

c:  A.ura-us(x, r, sa)←B.ura-us(x, r1, us), B.r1.us↪B.r1.s{A} 

d:  B.ura-ps(C, r1, s{A}) 

e:  B.ura-us(C, r1, sr) 

f:  B.ura-ps(D, r1, sa) 

g:  B.ura-us(D, r1, sr) 

where we translate credential 1 into rule a, credential 2 into b and c, credential 3 into d and 
e, and credential 4 into f and g. 

 
To decide whether C and D is permitted by A to use p, the predicates A.permit(C, p) and 

A.permit(D, p) need to be proved. Consider the goal oriented deduction process. For the first 
predicate, according to rule α1, A.pra(p, r) and A.m(C, r, sr, sr) should be proved. A.pra(p, r) is 
true by rule a and by rule α2 we should prove A.m-ps(C, r, sr) and A.m-us(C, r, sr). By the 
rules b, d, and the definition of relation ↪, A.m-ps(C, r, sr) can be proved. By the rules c, e , 
α4 and the definition of ↪, A.m-us(C, r, sr) can be proved. Therefore, TSCCA can construct 
the delegation chains from A to C of both permission p and membership of A.r, and thus 
A.permit(C, p) can be proved. However, by the rule f, B does not allow D to use the 
permissions that B.r1 inherits from its junior roles, thus A.m-ps(C, r, sr) can not be proved by 
the rule b. Therefore A.permit(D, p) is not true, and A will not allow D to use p. 

 
4. Related Work 

Most role-based TM systems provide little control over the flow of privileges in DRH. 
Some influencing role-based TM systems mainly support boolean control on the privilege 
propagation in DRH policies [2, 8]. Cassandra [2] provides depth control on delegation of 
role capabilities, not on DRH policies. The role intersections in RT [8] may be used to control 
the flow of role memberships by adding roles in credential body. But role intersections need 
to define new roles to model domains, and they can not express most of the role member 
scopes and permission scopes except entire scopes. 

Similar to Cassandra, SecPAL [3] is a generalized declarative authorization language that 
can express DRH policies by using the verb phrase can sayd where d is an integer or ∞ and 
can be used to control the depth of DRH. But SecPAL can hardly express the domain scopes 
of role members and all the permission scopes in TS-DRH. 

Role-based cascaded delegation [12] distinguishes the difference between affiliated and 
delegated roles, and the semantics of the model assigns the affiliated roles (directly assigned 
to users by the defining entities) with larger permission scopes than delegated roles. However, 
the model allows the members of roles to re-delegate the role capabilities delegated from 
higher authorities, which essentially belongs to capability based delegation and does not 
support DRH. 

TS-DRH provides the control on delegation with the depth of 1, 2 and ∞, where the depth 
of 2 is enabled by the role scope sr. We believe that the delegation depth of 2 covers a wide 
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range of practical delegation scenarios. Furthermore, the scoped roles in TS-DRH can be 
regarded as a general extension of traditional concept of roles [10], with the interpretations 
that roles are the abstractions of both users and permissions. 

 
5. Conclusion 

Role-based TM system use DRH to provide more flexible and scalable authorization in 
multi-domain environments. TS-DRH is a generalized extension of DRH and enables more 
refined control mechanisms on role-based TM systems. TS-DRH uses structural trust scopes 
to control the member scopes of senior roles and the permission scopes of junior roles, and 
thus helps to control the flow of role memberships and permissions in DRH policies. TS-
DRH introduces the notion of scoped roles, which may enrich the role-based access control 
with more practical semantics. 

Proof-test research on combining TS-DRH with more sophisticated DRH policies maybe 
interesting, such as the role intersections and linked roles [8]. It is attractive to design trust 
scopes for other security paradigms, such as constrained delegation [1], security 
administration [9] and separation of duties [11]. 
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